The spatial distribution of neurons and glia in human cortex based on the poisson distribution.
A method was devised that employs deviations from the Poisson distribution to analyze the spatial arrangement of neurons and glia in human cerebral cortex. A field of randomly distributed points equal in number of a sample field of neuronal or glial cells is generated by computer, and the proportion of cells in the sample field that are closer to the nearest neighboring cells than to the nearest randomly distributed point is determined. We call this proportion the "Poisson ratio." When the cells are randomly distributed, the Poisson ratio is equal to 0.5. If the Poisson ratio is less than 0.5, the cells are farther away from one another than a random distribution would predict (exclusionary pattern); if the Poisson ratio is greater than 0.5, the cells are closer to one another than a random distribution would predict (clustering). A simple nonparametric statistical test is used to determine the significance of differences in the ratios. This method was applied to samples of human cerebral cortex in order to test the hypothesis that patients with schizophrenic psychosis may have an altered pattern of neuronal clustering. The analysis revealed that there is no difference in the nearest-neighbor distribution of either neurons or glia between psychotic patients and controls. It was found, however, that there is a highly significant difference in the spatial distribution of neurons versus glia in human cerebral cortex. Neurons of layers II to VI in the human cortex show greater-than-expected distances among them and are distributed according to an exclusionary pattern, while neurons in layer I show a clustering pattern.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)